Census 2020: Community Champions Needed

Civic-minded individuals who care about their communities are needed to help in the enumeration for Census 2020. Take a Census position – help ensure everyone counts in your community!

Accurate count needed
An accurate count helps to ensure your community gets the future share of federal and state funds it needs, and your citizenry is fairly represented in the legislative process.

By taking a temporary position with the U.S. Census Bureau, you can participate in this truly important endeavor and serve your community.

In this decade, the Census Bureau has had to hire out-of-state workers to complete their various surveys in North Dakota.

Census 2020’s outcome is vital to your community’s future. Individuals invested in their local area are needed for this important work.

Only as an employee of the Census Bureau can you participate in the actual enumeration process.

Apply at 2020Census.gov/jobs

How can you get a job with Census 2020?

The U.S. Census Bureau will need more than a thousand workers in North Dakota for Census 2020.

- Schedules are flexible
- Pay is from $15.50 to $17.00 an hour
- No previous experience required
- You must be 18 years old, a U.S. citizen and complete a background check

Select Positions

- Recruiting assistants travel throughout geographic areas to visit with community-based organizations, attend promotional events and conduct other recruiting activities.

- Census-takers work in the field. Some field positions require employees to work during the day to see addresses on buildings. Other field positions require interviewing the public, so employees must be available to work when people are usually at home such as in the evening and on weekends.

Be Legendary. Be Counted!

NORTH Dakota
Be Legendary™

Kevin Iverson
Census Office Manager
701-328-5385
kciverson@nd.gov
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